EHG E-Business

Your benefit: Save time using EHG Calculator and EHG Webshop. Round the clock.

Simply said, you have more time for other important things. Not only is it easy and fast to choose the products you want including EHG additional processing, but you can also calculate your requirements immediately based on your individual up to date prices. This provides you with a quick summary of items, prices, additional processing, and availability so that you can provide prompt information to your customers. Our integrated online shop makes it even easier to order immediately. Take advantage of these benefits and increase the efficiency of your office time consuming everyday tasks.

Ask for your personal password today at dornbirn@ehg-stahl.com and profit from the latest technology!

Do you have costly stock items or additional-processing areas that take up production space?

It does not have to be like that! Concentrate on your core competence! Leave your steel and metal management up to the experts.

By outsourcing with EHG Complete you profit immediately in several different ways:

- **Flexibility**
- **Disposal security**
- **Improvement in efficiency**
- **Quality intensification**
- **Economic benefits**

THE BENEFITS:

- Immediate overview of 15,000 articles in over 120 different grades.
- Variable selection of delivery dates ensuring delivery on time.
- Contact us today and profit from your individual purchase prices: www.ehg-steel.com
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**EHG Outsourcing**

Cut your costs and increase your potential profits at the same time. Use EHG Complete.

Do you have costly stock items or additional-processing areas that take up production space?

It does not have to be like that! Concentrate on your core competence! Leave your steel and metal management up to the experts.

By outsourcing with EHG Complete you profit immediately in several different ways:

- **Flexibility**
- **Disposition security**
- **Improvement in efficiency**
- **Quality industrialization**
- **Economic benefits**
We supply steel and metal. And we deliver solutions.

EHG is the leading steel and metal supplier in German-speaking Europe. We are much more than just a supplier, with an impressive product range, a reliable and flexible service, and state-of-the-art technologies. To ensure a smooth flow of goods, we have our own logistics department.

Our customers benefit daily from our fast, reliable and flexible service. We use the latest technical equipment to guarantee precision service and sophisticated logistics.

With regards to logistics, we let the numbers talk for themselves. The EHG fleet of 30 trucks delivers 500 tons of material to our customers, every day and in time. And all our customers benefit from the highest delivery standards.

Even when the deadlines are very tight, there’s no danger of you having to stop – we keep you reliably supplied with steel and metals.

EHG STEEL METAL
We deliver what you need.

For the EHG delivery plan, please refer to: www.ehg-steelmetal.com/logistics

Round bar | flat bar | square bar | hexagon bar | angle | channel | tee section | tube | sheet and plate

Round bar | flat bar | square bar | hexagon bar | angle | channel | tee section | tube | sheet and plate

Göppingen, near Stuttgart (Germany).

As an additional sawing center located in Central Europe, EHG Group has eight locations in Austria, Germany, Switzerland and Romania. Our customers benefit daily from our fast, reliable and flexible service. We use the latest technical equipment to guarantee precision service and sophisticated logistics.

Even when the deadlines are very tight, there’s no danger of you having to stop – we keep you reliably supplied with steel and metals.

With regards to logistics, we let the numbers talk for themselves. The EHG fleet of 30 trucks delivers 500 tons of material to our customers, every day and in time. And all our customers benefit from the highest delivery standards.

Even when the deadlines are very tight, there’s no danger of you having to stop – we keep you reliably supplied with steel and metals.

Articles not on stock or special items can be obtained reliably and at short notice.
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With regards to logistics, we let the numbers talk for themselves. The EHG fleet of 30 trucks delivers 500 tons of material to our customers, every day and in time. And all our customers benefit from the highest delivery standards.
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500 TONS ON 30 TRUCKS – EVERY DAY.

Sophisticated sales organisation
Our own fleet of 30 EHG trucks
Fixed delivery route times
Extra deliveries as required
Delivery to suit individual customers
Reliable and on time

» Additional processing

Higher quality thanks to cutting-edge technology.

Additional processing at the highest level is a core competence of EHG. With the know-how and the latest technology, we can meet customer requirements accurately and reliably. Over three million saw cuts per annum are clear proof of satisfied customers.

» Stock

35,000 tons, over 15,000 articles, in over 120 different grades. And increasing.

For our complete product range, please refer to the EHG Calculator at our website www.ehg-steel.com

Other products not on stock or special items can be obtained reliably and at short notice.

» EHG Locations

With 120 different grades. And increasing.

» Commercial Steel

Round bar | flat bar | square bar | hexagon bar | angle | channel | tee section | tube | sheet and plate
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Kinds of Steel

Top steel | High-carbon steel | Stainless steel | Tool steel | Spring steel | Low-alloy steel | Light alloy steel | Non-ferrous metals | Non-ferrous metals | Non-ferrous metals

More details about the EHG stock on our website: www.ehg-steel.com
We supply steel and metal. And we deliver solutions.

Eisenhüttenwerke GmbH (EHG) is the leading steel and metal supplier in Germany-Speaking Europe. As a business with over 17,000 articles in over 120 different grades, as a full range supplier of steel and metal, we are one of the bigest warehouses in Central Europe.

Our customers benefit daily from our fast, reliable and flexible service. We use the latest technical equipment to guarantee precision service and sophisticated logistics.

» Our Stock
35,000 tons, over 15,000 articles, in over 120 different grades. And increasing.

For our complete product range, please refer to the EHG Calculator at our website: www.ehg-steel.com

» Additional processing
Higher quality thanks to cutting-edge technology.

Additional processing at the highest level is a core competence of EHG. With the know-how of our own production and the know-how of our customers, we can meet customer`s requirements accurately and reliably. Over three million saw cuts per annum are clear proof of satisfied customers.

» Logistics
We deliver what you need.

With regard to logistics, we let the numbers speak for themselves. The EHG fleet of 30 trucks delivers 500 tons of material to our customers, everyday, on time and reliably. Our customers benefit from the highest delivery standards.

Even when the deadlines are very tight, there's no danger of you having to stop – we keep you reliably supplied with steel and metals.

For the EHG delivery plan, please refer to: www.ehg-steel.com/logistics

» Additional services
High-quality services for your convenience.

Our customers benefit from the highest performance as well as flexibility. These locations help us to be close to our customers security they can rely on. Assurance by ISO certification gives EHG the leading steel and metal supplier.

» EHG Sales Areas
Locations with excellent potential.

The EHG Group has eight locations in Austria, Germany, Switzerland and Romania as well as an additional sawing center located in Göggingen, near Stuttgart (Germany).

Delivery with our own EHG vehicle fleet:

South Tyrol
Upper Austria
Vorarlberg, Tirol, Styria
Eastern Austria
Czech Republic
Slovenia
Croatia
Herzegovina
Albania
Switzerland
Germany
Austria
Croatia
Montenegro
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Macedonia
Kosovo
Romania
Serbia
Plancast (cast plate, sheet and plate)

Even when the deadlines are very tight, there's no danger of you having to stop – we keep you reliably supplied with steel and metals.
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We supply steel and metal. And we deliver solutions.

E-HG is the leading steel and metal supplier in German-speaking Europe. With 85 locations and over 7,000 employees, we serve over 120,000 customers in over 120 different grades. As a full range supplier of steel and metal, we have our own logistical system to guarantee our customers’ security. Our businesses with EHG Calculator, EHG Online Shop, and EHG Complete, increase efficiency while reducing costs. Quality assurance by ISO certification gives EHG customers security they can rely on.

THE EHG GROUP
E-HG Group has eight locations in Austria, Germany, Switzerland and Romania as well as as an additional sawing center located in South Tyrol, near Stuttgart (Germany). As an additional sawing center located in

We have the capacity to meet tomorrow’s needs today.

Our customers benefit daily from our fast, reliable and flexible service. We use the latest technical equipment to guarantee precision service and sophisticated logistics.

» Logistics
With regards to logistics, we let the numbers do the talking. The EHG Group of 30 trucks delivers 500 tons of material to their customers’ warehouses, everyday, on time and reliably. Over three million saw cuts per annun is clear proof of satisfied customers.

Additional processing at the highest level is a core competence of EHG. With the know-how and skills of our experienced staff, we meet customer’s requirements accurately and reliably. Over three million saw cuts per annum is clear proof of satisfied customers.

» Stock
35,000 tons, over 15,000 articles, in over 120 different grades. And increasing.

For our complete product range, please refer to the EHG Calculator at our website www.ehg-steel.com

» Additional processing
Higher quality thanks to cutting-edge technology.

Additional processing at the highest level is a core competence of EHG. With the know-how and skills of our experienced staff, we meet customer’s requirements accurately and reliably.

For the EHG delivery plan, please refer to: www.ehg-steel.com/logistics

For our complete product range, please refer to the EHG Calculator at our website www.ehg-steel.com
EHG.
A strong group.

We deliver solutions straight from our 35,000 tons of stock.

Summary of EHG services.
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Your benefit: Save time using EHG Calculator and EHG Webshop.

Round the clock.

Cut your costs—and increase your potential profits at the same time.

Use EHG Complete.

Do you have costly stock items or additional-processing areas that take up production space?

It does not have to be like that! Concentrate on your core competence! Leave your steel and metal management up to the experts.

EHG.
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